Diego Martínez (June 09, 1985. Guadalajara, Mexico), also known as
Lumen lab, has developed a path within experimental and alternative
electronic music since 2000, when he began this project at the age of
fifteen. For two years he performed in multiple concerts and made some
recordings, standing between noise and industrial music. Since 2002 he
gave a twist to explore other aspects or aesthetic such as glitch, IDM,
broken beats and electronic hardcore, publishing four albums to date.
For fifteen years he has traveled around the country performing in
concerts and participating in electronic music, sound art, experimentation
and digital culture festivals, as well as contemporary art exhibitions. He
has presented live acts in England, Spain and Colombia, besides to
participate in compilations produced in different countries and presented
works in Germany and Austria.
He has made audio art works, electroacoustic compositions and has
collaborated with musicians, filmmakers, choreographers and visual
artists in various projects. He is co - founder of the label Abolipop/Suplex,
a benchmark of experimental electronic music in Mexico since more than
a decade ago. Currently he’s been focused on production of audio projects
to research different social phenomena, mainly through aural
multichannel installations.
www.dego.mx
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TEMACAPULÍN. Sonidos de la Resistencia. (Sounds of resistance)
Museo del Periodismo y las Artes Gráficas de Guadalajara
March - May 2015
Since the announcement of the construction of the dam El Zapotillo, at Los Altos de Jalisco, the
inhabitants of Temacapulín waged a persistent struggle to prevent its territory from being turned
into a contemporary Atlantis. Under the premise that dams mean development and progress,
promising to relocate the community and arguing that cost-benefit warrants the disappearance
of a town labeled as "ghost", Jalisco’s government has supported a project involving flooding of
the basin in which Temacapulín is located. However, authorities seem to neglect the fact that
besides the people who currently inhabit the area, the community consists of practices and
customs rooted to the territory, which have been developed through a long line of ancestors and
generations that would be buried underwater. Similarly, planning schemes of the dam ignore
environmental implications and override the warnings about the archaic condition of such
constructs.

Stereo piece excerpt: www.soundcloud.com/suplexestudio/temacapulin

The Museum of Journalism and Graphic Arts in Guadalajara hosts the results of
this approach, arranged in three axes spatially distributed in showrooms: Sounds,
Realities and Faces. The first space is "flooded" by the sounds of Temacapulín’s
environment and energy, through a 5.1-channel soundscape composition. In
addition, two pairs of headphones invite an intimate and personal approach with
the community through testimonials recovered by the artist through meetings
and interviews. The second room, Realities, presents visual material to construct
an image of geographic space and environmental conditions of the town,
accompanied by data and references that report the obsolescence of model
building for dams and artificial water bodies, in relation to climate change and
global ecological situation. Finally, the third space, entitled Faces, is an
empathetic bet inspired by the presentation of the town residents faces. The
series of real size portraits was printed on plastic sheeting - material used during
the struggle for socializing messages of protest and solidarity, and it installation
refers both to a community meeting and the daily life on Temacapulín. Thus, the
room is occupied by those "ghosts" that have withstood the pressure - and
sometimes, the temptation - to leave the territory that establishes its identity and
who have continue fighting to protect and preserve their heritage and culture.
‘Temacapulín. Sounds of resistance’, is a wealth of experience of joint
participation, practices of resistance and community collaboration. It is a search
for the faces and sounds that have been covered and silenced by alien and distant
interests of the community. And although " the struggle continues", this is a
reminder that "Temaca lives".

Curatorial text by Paulina Ascencio

www.soundcloud.com/suplexestudio/todos-nos-conocemos-temacapulin

Documentation archive: www.suplex.mx/temacapulin

POEMAS TONALES
Kiosco Morisco
2014-2015 (still in process)
Audiovisual intervention in 2-channels and new stories compilation in collaboration with Amanda
Gutiérrez.
Two audiovisual pieces will be presented which synthesize Morisco’s Kiosk history told by the community
per se. Each piece will be projected in a screen placed inside the planters located at the sides of the Kiosk.
Audio will be located behind benches next to the planters where video is projected.
Attendees will be invited to share a write or oral message about their relationship with the Kiosk.
Testimonials will be compiled and published in ‘VOCES, Santa Maria la Ribera’ magazine.

Listen to: www.dego.mx/muestra/kioscomorisco1.mp3
Listen to: www.dego.mx/muestra/kioscomorisco2.mp3

LUMEN LAB. The fitness tapes
Musical and choreographic intervention
Parque Los Colomos. November 2014
Parque Los colomos is an internal forest located in Guadalajara city that provides
oxygen, water, animal and plant species, as well as to function as a sport, cultural
and familiar center. Over the last 20 years, the aerobic exercises club of Los
Colomos has worked out every Sunday from 11 am to 1 pm in this public space.
With these choreographies they shape their bodies and social structures.
The fitness tapes was a selection and adaptation of Lumen lab songs, that proposed
an interchange with the aerobic club to generate a 40-minutes unique session in
which the soundscape of their Sunday activities was changed but the visual and 160
bpm areobic choreographies remained the same.

SOUTH OF HEAVEN
Stand, plastic sheeting, text on video, 2-channel stereo audio, 100 CD-R
2014
In collaboration with lsrael Martínez
In 2006 the ex-president of Mexico, Felipe Calderon, started a battle against some of the drug cartels, producing a destabilization in structures of
power, economy, and giving rise to corruption and violence throughout the whole country. Approximately 70,000 Mexicans have died since then;
meanwhile, the US increases arms sales, controls the movements of the cartels (classified as terrorist organizations by the US government), gets
invests from drug distribution in banks and business, and supplies drug consumption. As a smart strategy, US works from its territory, exerting its
power in Mexico as well as in other countries and regions around the world.
Created for the exhibition PCFS-PostColonial Flagship Store at freiraum quartier21, MuseumsQuartier in Vienna, this stall (which simulates a
common street stand of pirate products in Mexico) offers CD-Rs containing an audio work made with sounds from the Mexican Drug War: shootings,
kidnappings, executions, celebrations and other rituals of “narco”, as well as demonstrations, crying and mourning. On a monitor we can read an
account of personal experiences with drugs and “narco”, who reflects on the proximity of any Mexican to this topic. The only sound we hear openly
in the installation is the inhalation of cocaine, the “axis” of the current world, according to the persecuted writer and journalist Roberto Saviano.

TEMACAPULÍN
Mikromusik
Festival experimenteller musik und sound art
DAAD. Berlín, Alemania
September 2014

TEMACAPULÍN. Proyecto de una inundación
Sound work by Diego Martínez
Incursions to Ex Teresa Arte Actual Museum Documentation Centre
June 2014
Temacapulín is a small town located at Los Altos de Jalisco, an area with a high rate of migration,
in which a significant portion of income comes from remittances sent from the United States. In
2005, Francisco Ramirez Acuña, ex governor of Jalisco, announced the construction of El
Zapotillo dam at the basin of Rio Verde (100 kilometers from Guadalajara, Jalisco’s capital). The
official version appealed to the need for water and energy of various municipalities in the region,
although it was to benefit private interests linked to the industry of Guanajuato.
Facing the threat of likely seeing its town flooded by the dam, residents and supporters
organized an intense mobilization against this water project. Since then, despite repeatedly
announced misleadingly the cancellation of the dam, the campaign to evict settlers has been
intensified and several families have left their homes. Flood seams inevitable.

Stereo piece excerpt: www.soundcloud.com/suplexestudio/temacapulin

In January 2013, Diego Martinez along with his collaborators Nelly Carrillo,
Alejandro Gallo and Israel Martínez, made the first of several trips to generate a
sound archive of Temacapulín to preserve the town’s acoustic memory and, at
the same time, to give context to the issues affecting the town.
The project is presented at Ex Teresa Arte Actual as a 7.1 aural installation
located in the Chapel of Souls. The work merged Temacapulín soundscapes
intervened by the artist next to a pair of headphones with hearing testimonies,
meetings and assemblies of its inhabitants. In the adjacent rooms, you could read
textual and graphical information about the village and the dam as well as hear
and watch videos of television newscasts, protests of residents and supporters,
with the idea of having a broad view of the situation. At the end of the exhibition
artists will donate the sound archive to the Ex Teresa Arte Actual (EXTAA)
Museum Documentation Centre.
Curatorial text by Ex Teresa Arte Actual

SCHIZOPHONIA Y OTRAS DISLOCACIONES
19-channel sound intervention and audiovisual works
Teatro Degollado- Festival de Mayo
May 2014
In collaboration with Israel Martínez

Schizophonia is a term created by Robert Murray Schafer (also inventor of the concept of
soundscape) to describe the separation between an original sound and its electroacoustic
reproduction. In Schizophonia, Israel Martinez in collaboration with Lumen lab invite us to
remember a basic premise of sounds and music production through technological means for a
century: exploration as a starting point, as a playful experience in order to communicate and link
people. A sound experimentation with two main raw materials: field recordings (soundscapes)
and the purely electronic sounds. This language shook the ways of producing both music and art
in general, we refer to the Electronic Poem by Edgar Varese, presented at the Brussels Fair 1958
in which brought together both the school of concrete music (pre-existing recordings) with the
emerging world of electronic sounds.

Documentation: www.soundcloud.com/amapola-cultura/israel-martinez-schizophonia-y-otras-dislocaciones

Other dislocations includes audiovisual works Martinez has developed since 2012 in
different countries, as well as collaborations and contributions of artists such as Ivan
Edeza, Luis Felipe Ortega, Chantal Peñalosa and Katharina Rohde. Pieces from different
perspectives that question time, looking, listening and relationship of various bodies and
spaces.

SANTA MARÍA LA RIBERA
Caminatas lejanas, 2014.
Stereo sound work
13 minutes 28 seconds
Registered sounds by Julio Cárdenas, Mirna Castro,
Enrique Maraver and Leonardo Santiago during the first
months of 2014 in different points on Santa María la
Ribera; assembled and slightly processed by Diego
Martínez.

SANTA MARÍA LA RIBERA
Paisajes Sonoros, 2014.
Stereo sound work
20 minutes 26 seconds
Registered sounds by Julio Cárdenas, Mirna Castro,
Enrique Maraver and Leonardo Santiago during the first
months of 2014 in different points on Santa María la
Ribera; assembled without processes by Diego Martínez.

Works for the project VOCES, Santa María la Ribera, a
magazine produced by Israel Martínez with the support
of the Museo Universitario del Chopo, available for free
download at www.suplex.mx

Listen to: www.soundcloud.com/suplexestudio/santamarialaribera-caminatas-lejanas

Download at: www.suplex.mx

INHALACIONES. 2014
Audio multiple mono 3 minutes 58 seconds
Recording and electro acustic alteration of cocaine inhalations, today’s world axis,
as the persecuted Italian writer and journalist Roberto Saviano says.

Listen to: www.dego.mx/muestra/inhalaciones.mp3

CORTINAS DE HUMO. 2010
Stereo sound work
6 minutes 37 seconds
Under the abstraction that allows acoustic experimentation, Cortinas de Humo
(Red herrings) try to put on the table, or hearing, the uncertainty of Mexican
population and some nostalgia for a daily dynamic that has been affected by the
social transformation from public domain of organized crime and politics
ineptitude against it in Mexico. Cortinas de Humo are strategies to divert attention
of society towards minor issues while a radical change occurs in political terms.
This piece creates an almost ghostly sound environment, we diluted in time,
diluting us on time while compels us to think about everyday scenarios that no
longer exist.

Listen to: www.dego.mx/muestra/cortinasdehumo.mp3

CV :: SELECTION OF WORKS - CONCERTS - ACTIONS - EXHIBITIONS
Individual Exhibition
TEMACAPULÍN, sonidos de la resistencia. MUPAG. Guadalajara, Mexico. 2015
TEMACAPULÍN, proyecto de una inundación. Ex Teresa Arte Actual. Mexico city. 2014

Group exhibitions
PCFS: Post-Colonial Flagship Store. Freiraum quarter21 International/MuseumsQuartier. Vienna, Austria. 2014
MIKROMUSIK. DAAD. Berlin, Germany. 2014
ESTOS DÍAS. FART. La Fabrica de Chocolate. Guadalajara, Mexico. 2013
TINNITUS Y FOSFENOS. Museo de Arte de Zapopan. Zapopan, Mexico. 2013
IMAGEN & SONIDO. Cecilia Ulloa Showroom. Puerto Vallarta, Mexico. 2013

2015

Sound intervention at Festival del Agua y la resistencia. CONAGUA. Guadalajara, Mexico.
In situ composition and spacialization of octophonic sound work ‘Turba’. In collaboration with the poet Pedro Serrano and
Israel Martínez. Festival Poesía en Voz Alta. Casa del Lago. Mexico city.
Live act: Doña Pancha Fest. Mexicali, Mexico.
Sound work composition of Roberto Gavaldón, in collaboration with Israel Martínez. PCIP Germinal Niños. Casa del Lago.
Mexico city.

2014

Performance: White Fungus / The Subconscious Restaurant. Index: Art Book Fair. Museo de Arte de Zapopan. Zapopan,
Mexico.
Composition and live act. Collaboration with ‘Woman, Body’ International Dance Ensemble. Teatro Alarife Martín Casillas.
Guadalajara, Mexico.
Composition of audiovisual work ‘Kiosco Morisco - Poemas Tonales para Edificios’ in collaboration with Amanda Guitiérrez.
Mexico city.
In situ spacialization of ‘Glossa o el sonido del lenguaje’ (by Antonio Fernández Ros / 2011-2012) for Resonancia: ciclo de
arte sonoro. Espacio de Experimentación Sonora del MUAC & Laboratorio Sensorial. Guadalajara, Mexico.
Live act: Festival INTERFAZ. Guanajuato, Mexico.
Lost Martínez - Multichannel concert. Schizophonia exhibition closure. Centro de Cultura Digital. Mexico city.
Live act. 12th anniversary - Abolipop Records. Museo Universitario del Chopo. Mexico city.
Sound intervention “Contra el escenario”. Dislocación exhibition closure. MUCA Roma. Mexico city.

2013
Live act at Jam de Literatura. Feria Internacional del Libro. Guadalajara, Mexico.
Composition of sound work ‘Pasajero’ in collaboration with Israel Martínez. Festival Luces de Invierno. CONACULTA Fonoteca Nacional - Centro de Cultura Digital. Mexico city.
Composition and exhibit of 14-channel sound work ‘Schizophonia’ in collaboration with Israel Martínez. Centro de Cultura
Digital. Mexico city.
Multichannel concert “Acusmática” in collaboration with Yair López. Festival Cultural ITESO. Casa ITESO Clavijero.
Guadalajara, Mexico.
Dislocación exhibition. “Bailongo” in collaboration with Israel Martínez. MUCA Roma. Mexico city.
Sound intervention at Sonorama exhibition. Collaboration with Israel Martínez. Museo Universitario del Chopo. Mexico city.
Exhibition and concert ‘Flânerie’. Museo de arte Raúl Anguiano. Guadalajara, Mexico.

2012 - 2000
Sound exploration Exhbition. Sound works created by students from the arts BA at the Instituto Cabañas. Laboratorio
Sensorial. Guadalajara, Mexico.
Live act at Jam de Literatura. Feria Internacional del Libro. Guadalajara, Mexico.
Live act: Museo Universitario de Arte Contemporáneo - MUAC. Mexico city.
Live act: Festival Transonica. Guanajuato, Mexico.
Live act: Festival de Mayo. Guadalajara. Mexico.
Live act with free dance act. LARVA. Guadalajara, Mexico.
Multichannel sound work composition ‘Cortinas de Humo’ for the proyect Third-World Techno_Logic. FONCA & Banff
Centre. Canada.
Sound work at (ready) Media hacia una arqueología de los medios y la invención en México. Laboratorio Arte Alameda.
Mexico city.
Live act: Festival Electro Files. Tijuana, Mexico.
Live act: Festival de la Música. Guadalajara, Mexico.
Live act: Sociacusia. Lost Martínez. Centro de Arte Moderno. Guadalajara, Mexico.
Live act: Sonic Loud. Laboratorio Arte Alameda. Mexico city.
Live act: Live sounds - Radio Resonance FM. London, UK.
Live act: London, UK.
Live act: Barcelona, Spain.
Live act: Festival del Barrio Antiguo. Monterrey, Mexico.
Live act: Festival Electro Files. Tijuana, Mexico.
Live act: IV Festival de Sonidos en el Gaitan. Teatro Municipal Jorge Gaitan. Bogota, Colombia.
Live act: Festival Mutek MX. Pasaguero. Mexico city.
Live act: Festival Micro Mutek GDL. Guadalajara, Mexico.
Live act: Festival Chroma 2004. Music and video Anatomía Digital. Centro de Arte Audiovisual. Guadalajara, Mexico.
Audiovisual project exhibition ‘Introspectiva’. Centro Cultural Observatorio. Morelia, Mexico.
Inmerso Foro Sonoro. Museo Rufino Tamayo. Mexico city.
Live act: Festival Konfort. Laboratorio Arte Alameda. Mexico city.
Festival de Música, Arte y Nuevas Tecnologías Mutek. Museo de Arte de Zapopan. Guadalajara, Mexico.
Live acts in different cities such as Guadalajara, Puebla, León, Irapuato, Salamanca, and Zacatecas, among others.

Discography
Lumen lab. CD y Vinyl 2015 Aagoo Records
Lumen lab, Israel M. & KK Null: Terra incognita. Vinyl 2013 Aagoo Records
Lumen lab, Israel M. & KK Null: Incognita. CD 2013 Aagoo Records
Lumen lab: Shhhiittt live!!. Digital 2013 Suplex
Lumen lab: Shhh!!. CD 2009 Abolipop Records
Lumen lab: Comiendo algodón en la pista de baile. CD 2004 Abolipop Records
Lumen lab: ¿En nombre de Dios? CD 2001 Mundonuevo

Compilations
Sonora. CD 2011 Sociacusia
Ruleta. Digital 2011 Suplex
Third-World Techno_Logic. Blue Ray 2011 Banff Centre / CONACULTA
(ready) Media: hacia una arqueología de los medios y la invención en México. DVD 2010 Laboratorio de Arte Alameda
Konfort Latino America. CD 2009 Discos Konfort
Folder. Digital 2009 Abolipop Records
Somos nerds y nos aburrimos en las fiestas. Digital 2008 Geekcore
Nucleoroto 01. CD 2008 Nucleoroto
Seek & Destroy. Digital 2007 Electrolyt
Electrónica mexicana contemporánea. CD 2007 Centro Cultural de España
Find the girl!. CD 2007 Abolipop Records
Data. CD. 2007 Discos Konfort
Between green speakers. Digital 2007 Abolipop Records
Digitalísimo. CD 2006 Genital Productions
Mutek MX. CD 2005 Imeca Music
Abolipop & Friends. Digital 2005 Abolipop Records
Ant-zen.10y.rmx_comp. CD 2004 Esfinter Technologies
Electrodoméstico – Mextrónica. CD 2004 AT-AT
Transformaciones. CD 2004 Abolipop Records
Mínimas texturas 09. CD 2004 Discos Konfort
No estamos solos. CD 2003 Abolipop Records
Eklegein V.1. CD 2003 Eklegein Recordings
Words becomming. CD 2002 Fleshmadeword
In.org.anica. CD 2002 Mundonuevo

www.dego.mx
facebook.com/dego.lab.9
facebook.com/lumenlabmusic
soundcloud.com/suplexestudio
Mobile +52 (33) 10675756

